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About This Game

History:
The game takes place in 2215. Mankind is exploring the solar system and new big cities on Mars. Terra-formation of Venus is in

process.
Suddenly terrible news has come from the outskirts of the solar system: our civilization was attacked by the alien armies. A

terrible war begins, humanity is surrounded, enemy space ships press the earth's army.
The mankind is forced to be mobilized. During the war it becomes clear that enemy troops completely consist of robots.

Scientists work day and night, studying enemy trophies and create army of robot spaceships. In order to compensate lag in
technologies, terrestrial ships are constructed with use of alien technologies.

Days pass, and it becomes more and more clear that the war will be lost. Besides, aliens begin to use their special equipment that
create noise and prevent controlling the terrestrial robot army. As the last hope people decide to use the invention of professor

Likhtenshtarts: the cybernetic intelligent module allowing to copy human consciousness inside it. Such module will allow to
create the autonomous robot-ship-soldier. As a source for copying of consciousness to the intelligent module, the most skilled

and successful military of the last time - sergeant Gregor Golovkoff is used.
Secret operation is performed. And the module in a body of the best robot-ship is sent to the space base of newcomers near the

satellite of Saturn where main enemy forces are concentrated...
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you know those games that have a point, that have a meaning, that actually make the gamer feel good after playing it. If you
want all these things than I suggest you move as far away from this game as possible..

I don't know where to begin with this game, when the race started all the other cars were already thrust ahead of me... If that
wasn't bad enough my car started to drive backward on it's own.... Calling this game bad would be an understatement, this game
is on a whole other level. If you can get past the garbage controls, the car driving backward on it's own, lack of any substance or
reason to drive, laps that weren't counting and lets not forget the other cars getting something like half a track lead on you, you
are left with a bad game.

This game has zero reason to exist, I would congratulate which every college student created this game on a weekend after his
real project was lost in a hard-drive meltdown, unfortunately even if this was made over a weekend it would still garner a solid
D minus. This game is so bad and left such a scar on me that I'm certain that when I wake up at night soaking wet and scared
this game will be the reason why.

Please if you enjoy your sanity don't buy this game. You'd be better off spending the dollar it cost to buy this game on a used
tooth brush at the salvation army.... Avoid at all cost... not enough bleach exist in the world to scrub the horror that is this game
off your eyes.... Play it for few minutes and I love the simplicity. It relaxing but I need to really know how the game works.
Since I'm not reallly good play as a God.

100% will be a God again.. It's basically minesweeper in 3D. If you like that, then you can enjoy this game.. Decent game,
difficult to learn the strategy but quite a blat to play. Only for a few minutes though due to it's substantial amount of levels. It
lacks many levels as it only has 11. These levels can all be done in around 2 minutes. I have completed it 3 times and no secrets
or easter eggs that i found.. I've been playing the online demo version, but decided to buy the premium for offline access & to
support the dev. I love this game - it's simple, but great for killing some time. If you'd pay this much for a sandwich, you should
pay this much for the game. Definitely worth the money.. The best game that I have ever played it really make you feel like you
can grasp anything with just your imagenation. 10/10 worth the money.. very disapointed, can see almost nothing in the game.
Take "Guitar Hero" but exchange the guitar for a piano, then instead of rock music, use classical and finally add a pinch of
"Parappa the Rapper" and you end up with Frederic: Resurrection of Music.

Oh yeah, and the voice acting is horriffic. Like, you know when you have a European cartoon and then it is dubbed badly into
English, yeah, it's much worse than that.

Fun game for the nimble fingered amongst you though.. Bridge crew is the next social VR game from Ubisoft. While I'm not a
fan of Ubisoft in general, their social VR games do seem quite well made. Werewolves Within, and now this, both great games.

Pros
+Easy to learn, difficult to master game play
+Very fun when crew works together
+Game play balanced to make all roles feel necessary at all times

Cons
-AFKers can't be kicked if they're the host, but you can't avoid ending up in their games sometimes
-A lot of the missions feel very similar, maybe if they had some random elements would be better
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Over all, the game is great, and depending on who you play with it can be tons of laughs. You can be as serious or as comedic as
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This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A CASH GRAB. After 5,500+ hours in ark, I can say for sure
that this is just a complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing rip off. The megapithecus and therizinos look like n64 characters..
Hack tool detected
Tool name: Ge.exe

This shows about how much effort t3fum is willing to put into this game.

I loved this game when I started, and by the time I was able I spent most of my time online trying to make the game as enjoyable
for other new players as it was for me even after the t3fun merge, however in hindsight I was just baiting those players into hell.

The game itself is a great game so good infact it spawned several private servers... all of which are more stable and fun to play
then this server hosted by t3fun.

Funny all the pics t3fun posted on the steam page are of characters who had their recruitment quests delayed for almost 2 years
now so they could sell the chance to gamble for them in the cash shop.

I would like to recommend this game after the 1000s of hours I have played it since release, however t3 fun destroyed any
playability this game once had in the following ways.

laggy servers with constantly crashing maps

Dead economy prepare to farm simi rare drops that sell for 100k long enough to get enough to buy things from players sold for
500m-5b

Custom updates that withheld non premium content while updating the cash shop content years ahead of the game itself.
Currently 2 years behind all the other offical servers as far as actual game content I believe, but less then 5 months behind on
cash chop content.

Selling premium characters that are bugged beyond any hope of being used. Further more these bugs are NEVER fixed 4 years
and counting on the oldest ones.

The community is nearly dead the only players left are the ones complaining about the dead communitym or those who have put
in unbelievable amounts of real cash. The few remaining players willing to lend a hand to new players are mostly gone, and the
vast majorty of the remaining players have nothing better to do then make the game unplayable for newbies.

The only time the support team will offer any support is if your problem related to buying their premium cash, but god forbid
you buy their premium currency and have a issue with delivery as they will force you to go through your creditcard provider to
cancel the payment, but by all means urge you to try again.

The simple fact is this game takes more time to progress then you will be interested in playing it if you are a free player, and if
you are a cash player expect to spend around 150-200$ to get started in a game that is simply Not worth the time, and Not worth
the money.

If you really want to play this game any of the other servers are far more enjoyable.. Wait for this one. Conceptually it looks
neat; kind of like Kingdom on the Moon. However, it is not playable at the moment.

Also the English translations are hilarious and terrible. I sincerely hope they don't get "improved" too much as the devs work on
the game.. i would give it 7/10 because game play seem slow and you will have to repeat alot of the old stages plus playing Pvp
is not so easu but you will have to learn the hard way or by reading up on the wiki site of how to play. LEARN TO MAKE A
SAVE FUNCTION THAT WORKS!

THE SAVE GAME JUST AUTOSAVES YOUR GAME?

MAKE A MISTAKE O SORRY GET SCREWED IN THE♥♥♥♥♥HAVE A NICE DAY PATHETIC CUSTOMER
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CANT EVEN GET THE FUNDAMENTAL BASICS OF MAKING A VIDEO GAME RIGHT! THANKS ASSHOELS FOR
WASTING HOURS OF MY LIFE ON THIS♥♥♥♥♥♥. Really well made game. solid, fun, engaging gameplay that evolves.
writing is funny and the pace of the game is amazing. i recommend. it is a great 10 dollar value. i was satisfied
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